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ABSTRACT

Previously, I asked forgiveness from Allah SWT. Here I am trying to open the veil that covers God's
secret on what basis, God told humans to read, think, human creation, from the point of view of the 
molecular structure of nucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

There are several verses in the Qur'an that write down the problem on what basis, Allah commands 
humans to read, think, and create humans, namely the following verses:

"Read in the name of your Lord Who created (Al 'Alaq: 96:1)

"He has created man from a clot of blood (Al 'Alaq: 96:2)

"Read, and your Lord is the Most Gracious (Al 'Alaq: 96:3)

"Those who teach by means of words (Al 'Alaq: 96:4)

"He taught man what he did not know. (Al 'Alaq: 96: 5)

"Those who listen to the words and then follow what is best among them. They are the ones whom
Allah has given guidance and they are the people who have reason. (Az Zumar: 39: 18)

"Have you not seen that Allah sends down water from the sky, so that it becomes water sources on
the earth, then He grows with it plants of various colors, then they dry up and you see them turn 
yellow, then He made it torn apart. Verily in that there is indeed a lesson for those who have 
reason. (Az Zumar: 39: 21)

"Didn't We create you from despicable water (Al Mursalaat: 77:20)

"Then We made the essence, semen, in a solid place. (Al Mu'minuun: 23:13)
 

"When his Lord said to him: "Submit, obey!" Ibrahim replied: "I submit obediently to the Lord 
of the worlds." (Al Baqarah: 2:131)

"Then We made the semen a clot of blood, then We made the clot of blood into a lump of flesh, 
and We made the lump of flesh into bones, then We covered the bones with flesh. Then We made 
him another creature. So holy is Allah, The Best Creator (Al Mu'minun: 23:14)

"And when a letter is revealed, some of them look to the other: "Has anyone seen you?" After 
that they went away. Allah has turned their hearts away because they are a people who do not 
understand. (At Taubah: 9:127)

Where in an effort to open the veil about, on what basis, Allah told humans to read, think, the 
creation of man, I based on deoxyribonucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid or the molecular 
structure of nucleic acids.

HYPOTHESIS

Here I put forward the hypothesis that Allah told humans to read, think, human creation, because to 



understand, submit to Allah, it is based on the basis of Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA)

DNA is a repository of genetic information that has a double structure that form a double helix and 
which contains polynucleotide macromolecules arranged in repeatedly from nucleotide polymers. 
This nucleotide is composed of folate, a 5-carbon sugar and one of the nitrogenous bases. The 
nitrogenous bases are Guanine (G), Adenine(A), Cytocine(C) and Thymine (T).

Guanine (G) is composed of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen 
atoms. Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytocine (C) 
contains 4 carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) 
contains 5 carbon atoms, 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 
1 phosphorus atom, 4 oxygen atoms and 2 hydrogen atoms. The 5 carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms,
2 oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF HUMANS READING AND THINKING

Now, we are still trying to focus our minds to reveal the secret behind the verse: "Read in the name 
of your Lord Who created (Al 'Alaq: 96: 1)

Apparently, humans are told to "Read ... (Al 'Alaq: 96: 1)

Why are humans told to read?

The answer is

So that humans understand Allah "...Who created (Al 'Alaq: 96: 1)

How can humans understand Allah "...Who created (Al 'Alaq: 96: 1) ?

The answer is

It is hidden in the secret behind the verse: "Those who listen to the words and then follow what is best 
among them. They are the ones whom Allah has given guidance and they are the people who have mind. 
(Az Zumar: 39: 18)

It turns out that to get to the level humans can understand Allah "... Who created (Al 'Alaq: 96: 1)
is to use "...mind" (Az Zumar: 39: 18)

So, when Gabriel revealed to the Prophet Muhammad saw "Read in the name of your Lord Who 
created (Al 'Alaq: 96: 1) meaning, humans are told to read by using their minds to understand Allah 
"... Who created (Al 'Alaq: 96: 1 )

What was created by Allah?

The answer is hidden in the secret behind the verse: "He has created man from a clot of blood (Al 
'Alaq: 96: 2)

So, humans are ordered by Allah to read by using their minds to understand about their creation.

From what man was actually created, if man himself did not read and think to understand, from 
what man was actually created.



So, the essence of the beginning of the Qur'an was revealed by Jibril to the Prophet Muhammad 
SAW is that humans were ordered by Allah to read by using their minds to understand their 
creation.

Well, if humans already understand about what humans were actually created from, then humans 
will understand when Allah tells "..."Submit to obey!"...(Al Baqarah: 2: 131) then humans will 
answer "... "I submit to the Lord of the worlds." (Al Baqarah: 2: 131)

Now, the secret hidden behind the verse has been revealed: "Read in the name of your Lord Who 
created (Al 'Alaq: 96: 1) that is, humans are commanded by Allah to read by using their minds to 
understand their creation.

CONCLUSION
 
Based on the description above, we can conclude that the secret behind the verse: "Read in the name
of your Lord Who created (Al 'Alaq: 96: 1)

Apparently, humans are told to "Read ... (Al 'Alaq: 96: 1)

Why are humans told to read?

The answer is

So that humans understand Allah "...Who created (Al 'Alaq: 96: 1)

How can humans understand Allah "...Who created (Al 'Alaq: 96: 1) ?

The answer is

It is hidden in the secret behind the verse: "Those who listen to the words and then follow what is best 
among them. They are the ones whom Allah has given guidance and they are the people who have mind. 
(Az Zumar: 39: 18)

It turns out that to get to the level humans can understand Allah "... Who created (Al 'Alaq: 96: 1)
is to use "...mind" (Az Zumar: 39: 18)

So, when Gabriel revealed to the Prophet Muhammad saw "Read in the name of your Lord Who 
created (Al 'Alaq: 96: 1) meaning, humans are told to read by using their minds to understand Allah 
"... Who created (Al 'Alaq: 96: 1 )

What was created by Allah?

The answer is hidden in the secret behind the verse: "He has created man from a clot of blood (Al 
'Alaq: 96: 2)

So, humans are ordered by Allah to read by using their minds to understand about their creation.

From what man was actually created, if man himself did not read and think to understand, from 
what man was actually created.
So, the essence of the beginning of the Qur'an was revealed by Jibril to the Prophet Muhammad 
SAW is that humans were ordered by Allah to read by using their minds to understand their 
creation.



Well, if humans already understand about what humans were actually created from, then humans 
will understand when Allah tells "..."Submit to obey!"...(Al Baqarah: 2: 131) then humans will 
answer "... "I submit to the Lord of the worlds." (Al Baqarah: 2: 131)

Now, the secret hidden behind the verse has been revealed: "Read in the name of your Lord Who 
created (Al 'Alaq: 96: 1) that is, humans are commanded by Allah to read by using their minds to 
understand their creation.
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